Gender Friendly Nursery - Award Process

**Nurseries need to...**

- Send appropriate staff member(s) on GFN Training for Trainers
- Arrange to deliver GFN Training to whole nursery staff
- Work as a team to complete nursery audit (p22-28 of GFN pack)
- Use results of audit to agree 5 additional actions for the 10 steps agreement (p30 of GFN pack)
- Work as a team to complete steps in action plan, recording evidence of progress
- Meet with GFN team once completed to discuss

**We need to hear from you......**

- If you need extra support with this get in touch or ask your LEL
- Send completed evaluation forms + trainer reflection tool to GFN team (these can be found in the trainer manual)
- Return a copy of completed 10 steps agreement to GFN team
- Keep in touch with any questions, ideas, difficulties or for any support

**Receive GFN award – Congrats!**

We may be in touch at some point to hear more about your experience of Gender Friendly Nurseries